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My Internet Usage per hour day by day
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My Internet Usage day by day
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My Internet Usage in a week
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My Internet Usage According to categories

Social Media (14 hours 7 minutes)

Search Engine (1 hour 32 minutes)

Watch & Listen (1 hour 4 minutes)

Communication (4 hours 3 minutes)



Summary

I don’t use my phone a lot because It’s not 
flexible for my works and projects. I just use 
it for communication and photographing. 
Except my phone, I’m using my PC but there 
is no logger to keep time I spent on my PC 
with times. So I just did this presentation 
according to my phone’s logger.



Summary

According to info, I spent my 21 hours and 
46 minutes on my phone in a whole week. As 
percentage, I spent ~12% of my week on my 
phone. It’s not a lot if we will have look to 
whole week.



Summary

In every graphs, there is a huge column or 
piece as you can see. As I mentioned lastly 
I’m using my phone as a communication 
device. Social media or just Instagram took 
my ~68% of week.



Summary

I spent ~4% of my week with Youtube and 
Spotify. Sadly, my phone isn’t logging apps 
when I was run them in background. So It 
should be more than the percentage :D



Summary

Finally, I spent ~6% in Google Chrome in a 
week. I’m not using Chrome a lot. I just use 
It when I need to learn calories of meals, I 
need to be careful about calories. Except that 
one I’m using browsers for quick job. I can 
use calculator app but It’s better to use 
browser’s calculator but just in PC.


